Other Buddhist Community Events Website Calendar Policy

DZIMC is sometimes asked and/or wishes to help publicize via a separate calendar on the DZIMC website other Buddhist community events that do not fall under the criteria of a DZIMC sponsored event. DZIMC wishes to support the development of community and long-time DZ practitioners as they offer teachings or other activities. When the event does not clearly follow the criteria laid out in this policy the Guiding Sangha will evaluate such requests on a case-by-case basis with guidance from the Community and Lay Leaders.

1. Decisions about publicizing events not sponsored by DZIMC will be guided by the following:
   a. The event will promote the Buddha’s teachings on wisdom, ethical behavior, and mindfulness.
   b. The presenter is adequately trained in what they are presenting and have some affiliation to the DZIMC Community.

2. DZIMC Other Buddhist Community Events Calendar:
   a. May be used for events with or without a fee if the event meets the aforementioned criteria.
   b. Will clearly state that the events are not sponsored by DZIMC.

Adopted by DZIMC Board Resolution, 7-13-19